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ABSTRACT 

 

With approximately 300 million surgeries performed worldwide each year, the operating 

room (OR) environment plays an important role in creating a satisfactory setting for all 

occupancies. However, there are currently several challenges within ORs, significantly 

affecting the well-being of the surgical team, patient safety, comfort, health, as well as the 

overall energy efficiency of the surgical environment. 

Surgical site infections (SSI) pose a significant concern within healthcare settings, ranking as 

the third most common type of hospital-acquired infections (HAIs). The associated risk of 

infection varies from 2% to 13%, leading to substantial financial costs ranging from $400 to 

$3,000 per infection. The primary cause of SSI is the compromised immune response of the 

patient, making them vulnerable to invading microorganisms. The primary source of these 

microorganisms is believed to be bacteria-carrying particles (BCP) released by the surgical 

team and patient themselves. Ventilation systems play a crucial role in mitigating the 

presence of BCP, yet the absence of universally accepted standards for operating room (OR) 

ventilation parameters impedes effective measures to reduce patient exposure to BCP threats.  

Airborne microbes released from infected patients represent a substantial hazard to the 

surgical team, particularly in cases involving infection diseases such as tuberculosis and 

severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV-2). The risk of cross-infections has prompted 

the adoption of negative pressure operating rooms (ORs), a measure that has gained 

prominence, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, there exists a notable 

research gap in the assessment of the surgical team's exposure levels within these negative-

pressure OR environments. 

Inadvertent perioperative hypothermia (IPH), characterized by a core body temperature 

below 36 °C during surgery, is a prevalent issue with incidence rates ranging from 4% to as 

high as 90% in surgical cases. This condition of IPH can have severe consequences for 

patient health and recovery, including disruptions of using drug in metabolism, increased 

blood loss, coagulation problems, thermal discomfort, prolonged recovery times, and 

extended hospital stays. Furthermore, hypothermia elevates the risk of surgical site infections 
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by approximately 50%. Consequently, the challenge of reducing the incidence of IPH has 

emerged as a prominent topic in ongoing research within this field. 

Comparing with traditional turbulent mixing ventilation (TMV), though laminar airflow 

(LAF) operating rooms have shown promising results in maintaining cleaner surgical 

microenvironments, the issue of high energy consumption in LAF OR remains apparent, with 

an average consumption 34% higher than traditional turbulent mixing ventilation operating 

rooms. To promote the sustainable aspect of hospital ventilation, there is an urgent need to 

develop new types of ventilation solutions that secure a cleaner OR environment with higher 

energy efficiency. 

This thesis extensively investigates the most influencing factors for safe and sufficient 

environment within operating rooms, where either negative pressure or positive pressure may 

be applied according to the property of diseases. The research scope of this thesis is mainly in 

the field of ventilation engineering and indoor environment. This encompasses an 

examination of exposure levels exposed by the surgical team to airborne microbes in negative 

pressure operating rooms (NPOR). This thesis also evaluates the impact of ambient air 

temperatures on the colony forming unit (CFU) level of surgical microenvironment in one 

OR with turbulent mixing ventilation. Furthermore, a human body heat transfer model has 

been developed to predict patients' core body temperatures to reduce the incidence of 

perioperative hypothermia. On the basis of traditional laminar airflow, a novel laminar 

airflow distribution solution is developed to minimize energy consumption while maintaining 

an ultra-clean surgical microenvironment. 

The results of this thesis demonstrate that higher pressure difference in negative pressure 

TMV OR reduces the impact of the thermal plume above the patient's incision, thereby 

minimizing healthcare professionals' exposure to airborne viruses like COVID-19. In TMV 

OR, room air temperature significantly influences the development of thermal plume in 

surgical microenvironment. Lower air temperatures may lead to stronger thermal plume flow 

which may prevent deposition of particulate matter. However, higher temperatures may result 

in reduced shedding of skin scales (diameter larger than 5 μm) from the surgical team. This 

may contribute to fewer detected CFUs, which are the primary cause of surgical site infection. 

In addition, this thesis also demonstrates that the developed model for patient core 
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temperature prediction may calculate core temperature. This model may be used as a valuable 

tool for preventing hypothermia in patients during surgeries.  

Moreover, the novel airflow distribution method for ORs demonstrates substantial energy 

savings of up to 10% while maintaining high local air quality in the surgical 

microenvironment. This method provides an example for further development of operating 

room ventilation strategies, which may contribute to energy efficient ORs in the future. 

In conclusion, this thesis offers key insights into influencing parameters and energy-efficient 

ventilation strategies for maintaining safe operating room environments. The findings 

underscore the impact of ventilation parameters on indoor air quality of ORs, which is crucial 

for future OR ventilation design. Additionally, the patient core temperature prediction model 

is proposed to enhance patient safety by predicting the adverse effect of the OR environment 

on hypothermia. The results of this thesis may contribute to future developments in new 

ventilation solutions for ORs. 
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1

Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

It is estimated that the global annual surgical volume exceeds 300 million procedures and is 

trending upward [1-4]. In less developed regions, an additional 143 million surgeries are 

needed in middle-income countries, according to the Lancet Commission on Global Surgery 

[5], They propose six global targets to be achieved by 2030, including a surgical volume of 

5,000 procedures per 100 000 population per year (400 million/year), as shown in Figure 1.1. 

The high and increasing volume of surgery highlights the paramount importance of ensuring 

patient safety and comfort during surgeries.

Figure 1.1 The trend of annual surgical volume

Surgical site infection (SSI) poses a great risk to patients, resulting in an average additional 

cost of $3,500 per patient and an average extra hospital stay of 9.7 days. According to the 

World Health Organization (WHO), the overall SSI rate ranges from 1.2% to 23.6% in low-

and middle-income countries(LMICs) [6]. Factors contributing to SSI primarily include 

external environmental contamination and compromised patient immune response. Various 

measures have been implemented to reduce contamination of the environment, including

preoperative disinfection, antibiotic prophylaxis, clean air provided near the surgical site 

through high-efficiency filters, and the use of more efficient ventilation systems to maximize 

air cleanliness in the vicinity of the surgical site. The effect of room air temperature on the 

cleaning degree of the surgical site is very complex, including the aspect of airflow 

distribution and human physiological desquamation. However, there is a lack of real 

operating room (OR) studies on the effect of turbulent mixing ventilation (TMV) OR ambient 

temperature on the cleanliness of the surgical microenvironment. Therefore, it is necessary to 

carry out related studies to elucidate the mechanism of the influence of room air temperature 

on the cleanliness of the surgical microenvironment.
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Inadvertent perioperative hypothermia(IPH), the main cause of immunosuppression in 

perioperative patients, is a common occurrence during surgery, and it is defined as a core 

body temperature of less than 36 °C [7]. The incidence of the IPH can vary in the range of 

4%-90% [8-11] of all surgery cases. One of the negative consequences of IPH is the 

significant increase in the occurrence of SSI due to reduced patient immunity. Therefore, 

preventing the occurrence of perioperative hypothermia can effectively reduce the occurrence 

of SSI. 

Ventilation is an important means to ensure the air quality of the surgical microenvironment 

in the OR. Generally, there are two commonly used types of ventilation systems in OR based 

on the principles of dilution and local displacement: TMV and laminar airflow (LAF). TMV 

has the advantage of lower operational costs but lower air quality, making it suitable for 

procedures with lower requirements of air quality such as endoscopy, plastic surgery, 

hysteroscopy, and vaginal examinations. LAF is more suitable for larger and longer 

procedures requiring higher cleanliness, such as cardiac surgery, brain surgery, and joint 

replacement. Here, it is crucial for the author to clarify that while the terms laminar flow and 

mixed flow are widely employed in the field of operating room ventilation, it does not imply 

that the laminar flow environment in the operating room is entirely laminar. Even when the 

cold air flows from the ceiling diffuser in operation rooms, there is some turbulence; for 

instance, the turbulence intensity measured with a velocity sensor will be at least 10%. 

Additionally, in rooms with highly mixed airflow, there exist laminar and transitional flow 

regimes near surfaces. Therefore, using laminar and turbulent flow to describe unidirectional 

and mixing flow in the space is technically inaccurate. The more precise terms would be 

unidirectional flow and mixed flow. Nevertheless, this doctoral thesis adopts the broader 

usage of Laminar Airflow (LAF) and Turbulent Mixing Ventilation (TMV) and clarifies this 

point here. 

Although the air quality in LAF OR is cleaner compared to TMV OR, it does come at the 

cost of increased energy consumption. LAF systems are designed to provide a highly 

controlled and sterile environment in sensitive areas such as OR. These systems utilize high-

efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters to remove airborne microbes and maintain a 

unidirectional flow of clean air. This helps reduce the concentration of airborne microbes in 

the OR. However, maintaining LAF requires powerful air handling systems, including fans 

and filters, to continuously circulate and condition large volumes of air. These systems 

consume significant amounts of energy to operate effectively. The energy consumption is 
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influenced by factors such as the size of the room, the desired airflow rate, and the efficiency 

of the filtration system. The cost-effectiveness of LAF systems is also an important factor as 

they are expensive to install and maintain and have significant energy requirements [12]. The 

installation cost ranged from $60,000 to $90,000 [13] and required a 34% increase in annual 

operating costs compared to a conventional TMV [14]. 

Besides the patient, the surgical team is increasingly threatened by the cross-infection of 

airborne transmission diseases in the OR, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. Some 

countries recommend performing the surgery in the negative pressure operating room (NPOR) 

for the patient who is infected by serious diseases such as tuberculosis (TB) and COVID-19. 

Different from the positive pressure OR, the pressure difference in the NPOR has an 

influence on the airflow in the surgical microenvironment [15]. However, there is no 

consensus on the appropriate negative pressure value in national operating room ventilation 

standards. The safety of the surgical team in the NPOR has not been widely concerned. Few 

studies focus on the exposure level of the surgical team to airborne transmission diseases 

under different pressure differences.  

1.2 Objective and scope of the thesis 

The research scope of this thesis focuses on addressing indoor environment issues in ORs 

from the perspective of ventilation engineering, including patients' and  safety 

as well as energy consumption. The objective of this thesis is to enhance the efficiency of 

airflow distribution methods in the OR to provide a safe surgical microenvironment for both 

the patient and surgical team. To achieve the objectives of this thesis, the following four 

questions are formulated through a detailed review of the state of the art of airflow 

distribution systems in TMV and LAF OR. See also Figure 1.2. 

Research question one. Does the pressure difference influence the exposure level of the 

surgical team to airborne microbes in the negative pressure TMV OR? 

Research question two: How does ambient air temperature influence the cleanliness of the 

surgical microenvironment in the TMV OR? 

Research question three: How to maintain the core temperature of the patient to reduce the 

risk of hypothermia in ORs with different ventilation solutions? 

Research question four: Could the cleanliness of the surgical microenvironment be 

maintained with energy energy-efficient airflow distribution method? 
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Figure 1.2 The layout of the research content of this thesis

The thesis is based on work presented in the following research papers (Table 1.1)

Table 1.1 List of research papers
Paper 1 Y. Bi, A. Aganovic, H.M. Mathisen, G. Cao, Experimental study on the 

exposure level of surgical staff to SARS-CoV-2 in operating rooms with mixing 
ventilation under negative pressure, Building and Environment 217 (2022) 
109091. 

Paper 2 Sadeghian, P., Bi, Y., Cao, G. et al. Reducing the risk of viral contamination 
during the coronavirus pandemic by using a protective curtain in the operating 
room. Patient Saf Surg 16, 26 (2022). 

Paper 3 Yang Bi, 
Skogås, Gabriel Kiss, Guangyu Cao. Modeling of body temperature for 
perioperative patients in the operating room. (Submitted to Building and 
Environment)

Paper 4 Yang Bi, Tomas Facer, Hans Martin Mathisen; Sara Edvardsen, Liv Inger 
Stenstad, Jan Gunnar Skogås, Guangyu Cao. Influence of the room air 
temperature on the airborne particles of the surgical microenvironment in an 
operating room with mixing ventilation (Submitted to BMC Infectious
Diseases)

Paper 5 Yang Bi, Nan Hu, Parastoo Sadeghian, Sasan Sadrizadeh, Marina Asuero Von 
Munthe Af Morgenstierne, Hans Martin Mathisen, Elyas Larkermani, Laurent 
Georges1, Guangyu Cao. Numerical study on an improved protective operating 
room laminar flow ventilation system. (Submitted to Energy and Buildings)

is presented in Table 1.2

Table 1.2 Article and the correlated research questions

Article No. Research 
question one

Research 
question two

Research 
question three

Research 
question four

1 ×
2 ×
3 ×
4 ×
5 ×
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1.3 Future impact 

This doctoral thesis focuses on characterizing human exposure and efficient airflow 

distribution methods in the surgical microenvironment in ORs with different ventilation 

systems. Through this research, improved ventilation parameters for TMV OR were 

identified. These findings will aid the design of OR ventilation systems, thereby providing a 

safer surgical environment for both surgical teams and patients. In addition, the results of this 

study will help reduce the incidence of perioperative hypothermia and thus reduce SSI rate. 

The proposed enhanced LAF system shows a new direction for the development of future OR, 

aiming to achieve desired operating environments that are more comfortable, energy-efficient 

and safer for surgical procedures. 
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Chapter 2: Literature review  

2.1 Transport of airborne microbes in the OR 

Airborne transmission stands as the primary route through which numerous diseases spread, 

including tuberculosis, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), influenza [16], smallpox 

[17], and SARS-CoV-2 [18, 19]. The distinguishing characteristic of airborne transmission 

lies in the ability of microorganisms to travel within air currents, thus enabling them to infect 

individuals even at considerable distances. These infectious agents are released through 

various means, encompassing physical contact and human respiratory activities [20]. The size 

of the particles carrying these microorganisms varies, resulting in distinct movement patterns 

[21]. may rapidly 

settle due to gravity [22]

diameter evaporate and transform into droplet nuclei, further diminishing their size. These 

minute microbial aerosols can navigate indoor air currents and endure for extended periods 

[23]. They disperse through the air around individuals and enter their upper respiratory tracts 

along with their inhalation, ultimately finding their place in the trachea or bronchus [24]. In 

some cases, microorganism aerosols with exceedingly small diameters can directly deposit 

within the alveoli of the human body's lungs. Consequently, the accumulation rather than 

effective elimination of microbes indoors can pose risks to the well-being of occupants [25]. 

Since the outbreak of the coronavirus disease COVID-19 pandemic in 2019, healthcare 

workers in hospitals have been at high risk of being infected by severe acute respiratory 

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) [26-29]. The OR is a setting where both patients and 

surgical staff may stay for a long time, which increases the infection risk for surgical staff. 

The average duration of the majority of operation types is beyond 2 hours [30]. Therefore, 

ORs have also received great attention, and researchers have continuously proposed measures 

to prevent surgical staff from infecting ORs, including the utilization of personal protective 

equipment (PPE) [31-33], aerosol boxes [34], and stricter infection control methods [33]. In 

addition, some hospitals shared their experience in the prevention of infection control in OR 

[28, 35]. 

Many studies have suggested transforming ventilation in the OR from positive to negative 

pressure to treat COVID-19 patients [28, 36-40]. Compared with positive pressure ventilation, 

the air outside ORs flows into ORs by penetrating through the cracks of doors and windows 
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of the NPOR, which prevents SARS-CoV-2 from spreading out of the OR. In contrast, the 

pressure difference of positive pressure ventilation has no significant effect because there is 

little air penetrating the room to disturb the airflow distribution in a positive pressure room. 

At present, there is very little experimental research on the exposure risk of airborne 

transmission of COVID-19 in the NPOR, except in a few studies using simulation [41, 42]. 

Different countries have different recommendations and requirements regarding the value of 

the pressure difference of the NPOR. For example, the technical specification of surgical 

cleaning units in China clearly states that patients infected with airborne diseases should be 

operated on in an NPOR, but the specification does not indicate a specific pressure value [43]. 

British ventilation guidelines suggest that the pressure in an NPOR should be at least -5 Pa 

[44]. Both Canadian and CDC guidelines suggest a pressure difference of -2.5 Pa in an 

NPOR [45, 46].  

Equipping PPE has been recommended since the COVID-19 pandemic to prevent surgical 

staff from being infected in the OR by aerosol viruses released by patients [31, 47]. PPE, 

including respirators, can effectively reduce the wearer's exposure to airborne microbes. In 

some cases, nurses, who usually stay far from the patient during operations, should also wear 

PPE during surgery. However, more than half of OR surgical staff reported a decrease in 

overall comfort with PPE, and more than 80% of respondents reported increased fatigue [48]. 

In addition, this combination of PPE can lead to increased respiratory work, reduced vision, 

reduced touch, and heat stress [49-51]. However, the air change rate in the OR is higher than 

20 air changes per hour (ACH), and surgical staff away from the operating table may not be 

exposed to high concentrations of airborne microbes. This makes it difficult for surgical staff 

to choose protection equipment that may result in different safety and comfort levels. 

Therefore, revealing the contaminated exposure level of the breathing zone of surgical staff in 

the OR is an important indicator to help the medical staff determine whether PPE should be 

worn. 

To date, there have been few studies on the exposure levels of surgical staff to airborne 

microorganisms in OR. Some of these studies statistically analyze the existing infection cases 

of surgical staff. In addition to some investigation studies, some experimental and simulation 

studies were also carried out. Loth Andreas G et al. [52], conducted an experimental study of 

aerosol exposure levels in patients during tracheotomy and found that 4.8 ± 3.4% of aerosols 

were in contact with the surgeons in laminar OR, compared with 10 times as much in 

nonlaminar OR (47.9 ± 10.8%). Alex Murr et al. [53] used an optical particle sizer to measure 
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aerosol concentrations during endoscopic nasal surgery. Aerosol concentrations at the 

 drilling and microdebrider. Ban C.H. 

Sui et al. [54] used a nebulizer to simulate aerosol exposure during intubation and compared 

aerosol concentrations in the OR and isolation room, and the results showed that aerosol 

exposure levels in both rooms were similar. Marc Garbey et al. [55] conducted experimental 

and simulated studies on the diffusion of surgical smoke in the OR. The results suggest that 

opening doors during surgery and inefficient actions by medical personnel can increase 

indoor airborne  concentrations. However, none of the earlier studies have 

investigated the effect of different negative pressure conditions on the exposure level of 

surgical staff to airborne microorganisms in the OR with TMV. 

Based on the above literature review, there is a need to propose appropriate measures to 

reduce the level of airborne microbial exposure that surgical teams face during surgery in the 

NPOR. 

2.2 Safety of the perioperative patient  

SSI arise from the accumulation of bacteria at the surgical wound, often leading to 

incomplete clearance by the body's immune system [56]. The incidence of SSI depends on 

two pivotal causes: the quantitative load of pathogenic microorganisms introduced into the 

surgical milieu and the robustness of the patient's immunological response. This underscores 

the imperative of maintaining aseptic conditions within the surgical environment while 

simultaneously shielding the patient's immune competence from potential compromise, such 

as the advent of perioperative hypothermia [57].  

Advances in both prophylactic and therapeutic antibiotic modalities for surgical patient 

management have led to reductions in SSI incidence. The use of high-efficiency particulate 

air (HEPA) filtration systems has been validated to be a pragmatic solution to reduce SSI 

because the operating theater is enriched with cleaner air [58, 59]. Additionally, making sure 

medical staff are well-sterilized before surgery, giving antibiotics wisely, closely supervising 

the surgical process, and evaluating a patient's specific physical conditions to predict the risk 

of infection are important aspects of this topic. However, it's important to mention that 

discussing these details, while relevant, is not the focus of this thesis. So, this section won't 

go into a detailed discussion of these topics. 

2.2.1 Indoor Environment and SSI  
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SSIs are infections that occur at or near surgical incision within 30 days of operation or one 

year [60]. It is the third commonly reported nosocomial infection accounting for 10 to 40% of 

all nosocomial infections [61, 62]. Globally, SSI rates are from 2.5% to 41.9% [61, 63, 64]. 

In many studies, the CFU level has been proven to positively correlate with the probability of 

SSI. Therefore, the CFU level has been considered an important indicator of OR design in 

different countries [65, 66]. The main source of bacteria-carrying particles (BCPs) in the OR 

is believed to be the skin scales of the surgical teams and the patient [67]. Researchers are 

increasingly discovering that the concentration of BCPs released by humans at rest is much 

lower than that released during mild activity [68]. 

The surgical microenvironment is defined as the area in close vicinity to the surgical wound 

[69]. An efficient airflow distribution in this area is crucial to control the local air quality, 

which may contribute to the reduction of airborne bacterial levels that may cause SSI [70, 71]. 

The airflow distribution in this area is influenced by multiple factors, including ACH [72, 73], 

pressure difference, medical equipment [74], and surgical lamps [75, 76]. There have been 

some studies on OR ambient temperature, but most of these studies focus on the relationship 

between low ambient temperature and the probability of hypothermia [77, 78]. Few studies 

have examined the relationship between ambient temperature and surgical site air cleanliness. 

Earlier studies have investigated the effect of ambient temperature on the CFU level in the 

OR microenvironment, but few studies consider the influencing factor of surgical lamp 

radiation which may increase the wound surface temperature and generate the thermal plume 

then disturb the airflow above the wound [79, 80]. Recent research indicates that surgical 

lamp radiation can result in elevated temperatures on the surface of wounds. Due to 

convection, the hot surface of the wound may generate thermal plumes above the wound, 

which play a dominant role in the airflow dynamics of the surgical microenvironment and 

may prevent particle deposition [81]. Other studies have demonstrated that ambient 

temperature has an important effect on the intensity of the human thermal plume [82, 83]. 

This suggests that low temperatures may lead to lower CFU levels at the surgical site, as 

stronger thermal plumes prevent the deposition of BCPs. Moreover, other studies indicated 

that increased indoor relative humidity would reduce the rate of BCP release from the human 

body [84]. Therefore, the variation in the amount of BCP at the surgical site within the 

operating room with changing room air temperature should be clarified. 

During the normal surgery procedure, patients are covered with a drape at the time of surgery 

and will have little or no movement, and they are not considered the primary source of BCPs 
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in the OR [67]. Most previous studies also did not consider BCPs released by patients 

themselves. Still, the WHO recommends that surgical patients need to bathe before surgical 

procedures [6]. The answer to the question of whether patients are the source of their SSI 

during surgery is unknown.  

2.2.2 Hypothermia and temperature control 

Inadvertent perioperative hypothermia(IPH) is a common occurrence during surgery, and it is 

defined as a core body temperature of less than 36 °C [7]. The incidence of IPH can be from 

4-90% [8-11] of all surgery cases, and it can have negative consequences for the patient's 

health and recovery, such as disturbed drug metabolism [85], SSIs [86], blood loss and 

coagulopathy [87], postoperative ileus [88], thermal discomfort [87], prolonged recovery and 

prolonged duration of hospitalization [89, 90]. The fundamental cause of IPH is that 

anesthesia drugs affect the patient's thermoregulatory center. In a low-temperature 

environment of the OR, the patient's metabolic heat production is less than the heat loss from 

the body, resulting in a decrease in core temperature drop 1.6 °C after a prolonged surgery 

[91]. Common measures to prevent hypothermia include raising the temperature in the OR, 

using appropriate anesthesia, heating blankets, and employing the Bair Hugger forced-air 

convection heating device. However, these measures do not immediately increase the 

patient's body temperature. Therefore, it is more effective to get the trend of the patient's core 

temperature in advance. 

Previous studies have proposed numerous hypothermia prediction models, which can be roughly 

classified into two categories based on their computational principles. The first category is data driven. 

This type of model collects parameters that may affect the probability of hypothermia, such as patient 

height, weight, age, and gender, as well as surgical type and duration, and uses statistical methods 

such as regression analysis or machine learning to establish a model of the relationship between these 

parameters and the probability of hypothermia occurrence [90, 92-95]. The first type of model is 

usually more convenient, but it can only provide limited information and is dependent on the quality 

of the training data. The second category is based on the body's thermal balance. Such models were 

first developed by Stolwijk to assess the biological response of space crews to the dynamic 

surrounding environment [96]. It was, improved by Fiala et al. to calculate human body temperature 

regulation under different environmental conditions [97]. It was widely applied to human body 

temperature prediction under different scenarios, the establishment of a heat balance model evaluation 

of thermal comfort, etc. [98-103]. This type of method simplifies the human body model, establishes 

the thermal balance relationship of the human body, and predicts the relationship between core 

temperature and time through numerical heat transfer or empirical equations. The second type of 
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method can usually provide more detailed information. Table 2.1 shows the literature review of these 

models and their features.  

Table 2.1 Literature review of the human heat balance model 

Study ID Model Method Input Output 

Rincon 
2008 

Logistic 
regression 

Personal and surgery information (age, 
weight, duration, type of surgery...) 

Risk level (low, 
middle, high, and 

very high) 

Kim 2014 Logistic 
regression 

Gender, age, ASA class, disease, 
weight, and height tympanic 

membrane CBT, heart rate, and SBP 
/ 

Yi 2017 Logistic 
regression 

Magnitude surgery, intravenous fluid, 
duration anesthesia, mode of patient 

warming, ambient temperature 

The risk that the 
body temperature 

falls below 35.5 °C 
during surgery 

Wallisch 
2021 Liner regression 

Gender, age, weight, ASA class, 
Urgency, Surgery type, Type of 

anesthesia and drug use, vital signs, 
and medical history 

The risk that the 
body temperature 

falls below 35.5 °C 
during surgery 

Severens 
2007 Fiala model 

Weight, height, fat percentage, Bypass 
flow, the fluid blood gradient, 

mattress temperature, surrounding 
temperature 

Tissue temperature 
changes over time 

Severens 
2008 Fiala model 

Weight, height, fat percentage, Bypass 
flow, the fluid blood gradient, 

mattress temperature, surrounding 
temperature 

Tissue temperature 
changes over time 

M.J. 
Tindall 
2008 

Three-
compartment 

mode (the core 
organs, a rectal 

region, and 
peripheral parts) 

The initial temperature of these three 
compartments 

The temperature of 
these three 

compartments 

Brauer 
2011 

ThermoSim 
software 

Gender, age, weight, height, duration 
of the induction of anesthesia, 

duration of the operation, thermal 
management during the procedure 

Core temperature 

Romadhon 
2017 Fiala model Ambient temperature Temperature 

distribution 

Duh 2022 Fiala model 

Thermal imbalances due to sedation 
and anesthesia, increased metabolic 

rates induced by inflammatory 
processes, and various external 

cooling techniques 

Temperature 
distribution 

Developing a heat transfer model for predicting core body temperature poses several 

challenges. One of the critical factors is to simplify the physical model of the human body 

and incorporate appropriate boundary conditions. The accuracy of the numerical heat transfer 
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model depends heavily on the physical model and boundary conditions employed. A 

reasonable simplification of the physical model and boundary conditions may not 

significantly impact the results, while an unreasonable one can led to substantial deviations. 

Another challenge involves collecting data to accurately define a boundary condition. To 

ensure the model's accuracy, a considerable amount of body temperature distribution data is 

required for verification. However, obtaining temperature data from within a patient's body is 

challenging. For example, it is extremely difficult to measure the temperature distribution 

inside a patient's body during surgery due to the need for a sterile environment.  

2.3 Role of ventilation system in creating a safe environment in ORs 

Ventilation in surgical operating rooms plays a crucial role in maintaining a safe and sterile 

environment during surgeries. Efficient ventilation systems are essential to reduce the risk of 

SSIs, which not only harm patients but also strain healthcare budgets. Throughout history, 

using Laminar Airflow (LAF) systems has significantly lowered SSI rates [104]. It's worth 

noting that different countries have different regulations regarding surgical operating room 

ventilation. Even though LAF systems are widely used, there are still some ongoing debates 

and uncertainties [105].  

In this section, an investigation was conducted into the application and research of various 

ventilation systems in operating rooms. This encompasses commonly utilized systems such as 

mixed ventilation and laminar airflow, both of which have defined ventilation parameters 

specified in regulations across different countries. Additionally, other ventilation systems like 

temperature-controlled ventilation and displacement ventilation were also examined.  

2.3.1 TMV in OR 

TMV in OR is based on the principle of dilution to reduce airborne microbes [106]. High-

speed and high-turbulence clean air is supplied through diffusers, rapidly mixing with the 

indoor air, and reaching appropriate room air temperature and humidity levels. The airborne 

microbes in the indoor air are diluted during this process. Due to the high air exchange rate in 

the OR, indoor dilution is rapid, resulting in lower temperature gradients, humidity gradients, 

and concentration gradients [107]. Ideally, the well-mixed air is extracted through the exhaust 

outlets. 

Table 2.2 outlines the ventilation parameter requirements for TMV in different countries' 

ventilation standards. While there may be slight variations in the recommended surgical types 
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for TMV OR across countries, common procedures such as endoscopic and laparoscopic 

surgeries can typically be performed in TMV OR, except for certain surgeries with 

exceptionally high cleanliness requirements, such as joint replacement surgeries, cardiac 

surgeries, brain surgeries, and organ transplant surgeries.  

Table 2.2 Review of standard of ventilation in TMV OR from different countries 

Country Standards Temperature 
 

Relative 
humidity 

(%) 

The 
pressure 

difference 
between 

the 
operating 
room and 
adjacent 

rooms (Pa) 

Minimum 
air change 

rate 
(ACH) 

Applicable 
OR types 

Brazil [108]  NBR 7256 20-24 <60 5  25 /15  Class1/Class2 

China [109] GB 50333 21 25  30 60 5 20  12/18/24  Class 
III/II, 

France [110] NF S 90-
351 19 26  45-65 10 25  25 30/15-

20 
Class 

3/Class2 

Germany 
[111] DIN 1946/4 19 24  30 50  30-60 Class Ib 

Japan [112] HEAS-02-
2004 22-26 50-55  >15  

Norway [113]     5 10  20 ACH  

Russian [114] GOST R 
52539-2006 18-24 >30  12-20  

Spain [115] UNE100713 22 26  45 55 5 20  20 ACH Type A/B 

Sweden [116]  SIS-TR 39 18-26 20-65  >20  

The 
U.K. [117] HTM 03-01 18 25  35 60 20 25 ACH General/UCV 

The U.S. 
[118] 

ASHRAE 
170 20 24  20 60 4  20 ACH Class B/C 

Although the importance of creating an indoor environment through ventilation systems in 

operating rooms to mitigate SSI has been elucidated in Section 2.2.1, there remains a lack of 

globally standardized ventilation parameters and a consensus. Certain ventilation parameters, 

such as air change rates and the positioning of exhaust outlets, have been summarized in 

previous research. However, the influence and mechanistic role of room air temperature on 
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the surgical microenvironment's indoor environment in operating rooms is yet to be 

definitively understood. 

2.3.2 LAF in OR 

The principle of LAF in OR involves using low-turbulence ventilation to swipe airborne 

microbes away. The supply air diffusers are typically located on the ceiling, covering an area 

of 8-10 m², with supply velocities ranging from 0.2-0.4 m/s. Due to the low supply velocity 

and resulting low turbulence, the airflow in the OR is relatively straight and unidirectional. 

The movement of airborne microbes follows the direction of the unidirectional airflow, 

resulting in lower levels of contamination in LAF OR compared to TMV OR [119]. Table 2.3 

summarizes some countries' ventilation standards for LAF OR. Due to their high air quality 

characteristics, LAF OR are recommended for surgeries that require a high level of 

cleanliness or surgeries where SSIs could be life-threatening, such as joint replacement 

surgeries, cardiac surgeries, and organ transplant surgeries. However, in recent years, there 

has been controversy regarding the suitability of LAF OR for joint replacement surgeries. 

The WHO's 2018 guidelines also provide a recommendation against performing joint 

replacement surgeries in LAF OR [6]. The specific principle for this phenomenon has not 

been definitively determined to date.  

Table 2.3 Review of standard of ventilation in LAF OR from different countries 

Country Temperature 
 

Relative 
humidity 

(%) 

Pressure 
difference 

(Pa) 

Minimum 
Supply 
velocity 

LAF 
area 

Require 
maximum 

bacterial load 
(CFU/m2) 

Brazil [108]  20-24 <60 5  - - - 

China [109] 21 25  30 60 5 20  
0.20-

0.25(0.8m 
above floor) 

- 5 

France [110] 19 26  45-65 10 25  0.25-0.35 - 10 

Germany 
[111] 19 24  30 50 - >0.23 >3.2×3.2 4-10 

Japan [112] 22-26 50-55 - 0.35-0.45 - - 

Norway [113]  - - 5 10  0.25-0.28 - 10 

Russian [114] 18-24 >30 - 0.24-0.3 - - 

Spain [115] 22 26  45 55 5 20  - - - 

Sweden [116]  18-26 20-65 - - - - 
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Country Temperature 
 

Relative 
humidity 

(%) 

Pressure 
difference 

(Pa) 

Minimum 
Supply 
velocity 

LAF 
area 

Require 
maximum 

bacterial load 
(CFU/m2) 

The 
U.K. [117] 18 25  35 60 20 0.38 >2.8×2.8 10 

The U.S. 
[118] 20 24  20 60 4  0.13-0.18 - - 

Since the last century, the utilization of LAF to mitigate SSI has led to the establishment of 

numerous laminar flow operating rooms in various countries worldwide. However, in recent 

years, an increasing body of research has employed statistical analysis to compare laminar 

flow ventilation with TMV for knee arthroplasty surgeries, revealing that laminar flow 

ventilation does not confer any advantage in reducing SSI [120]. Consequently, the 

guidelines provided by the WHO do not recommend the use of LAF operating rooms for 

knee arthroplasty procedures. Furthermore, the installation costs and operational energy 

consumption of LAF operating rooms significantly exceed those of TMV, necessitating more 

efficient ventilation strategies against the backdrop of global energy crises. It is imperative to 

seek a ventilation solution that not only ensures a safe surgical microenvironment but also 

reduces ventilation-related energy consumption. 

2.3.3 Temperature controlled airflow methods in OR 

Temperature-controlled airflow systems have emerged as innovative solutions that combine 

multiple ventilation principles, aiming to optimize system effectiveness while minimizing 

operational expenses. An illustrative instance is the recent development of a system 

commonly referred to as temperature-controlled airflow (TCF) [121, 122]. TCF amalgamates 

the attributes of both LAF and TMV, whereby HEPA-filtered air is directed toward the 

surgical region at a slightly lower temperature (1.5-3 °C) than the ambient room air 

temperature [122]. This subtle thermal contrast effectively segregates the Operating Room 

(OR) into two discrete zones. 

Warmer air is dispersed from surrounding air showers, which prevents the emergence of 

stagnant regions along the periphery of the room and upholds the temperature gradient 

needed for forcing the central vertical downward flow of cooled air. Diverging from the LAF 

and TMV paradigms, the TCF configuration exhibits notable resistance to impediments and 

thermal plumes [123], while demanding comparatively less voluminous airflow and energy 

expenditure, as compared to its counterparts LAF and TMV [121, 124]. An instructive 
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clinical investigation conducted in 2019 scrutinized a cohort of 1000 primary total joint 

arthroplasties, both pre-and post-TCF implementation, and verified a substantial reduction in 

infectious complications, diminishing from 3.3% to 1.1% [125]. 

2.3.4 Displacement Ventilation System in OR 

Displacement ventilation (DV) systems are predicated on the introduction of a controlled, 

low-velocity stream of cold and uncontaminated air at ground level, facilitating the 

displacement of tainted air towards the upper regions of the OR ceiling [126]. In the 

operational context, when the cold air encounters heat sources within the surgical 

microenvironment, a resultant temperature differential and buoyant forces create an upward 

movement of warmed and polluted air toward the ceiling. Subsequently, this air is expelled 

from the room. A prominent drawback inherent in DV systems, especially within hospital 

spaces like OR, is the phenomenon termed "lock-up." Notably, prior investigations have 

shown that airborne microbes can become trapped or immobilized at the breathing height 

under specific thermal conditions, due to temperature stratification [127]. 

A clinical inquiry conducted by Andersson et al. [128] conducted a comparative assessment 

between LAF and DV systems within the context of both planned and acute orthopedic 

implant surgeries. This research disclosed that LAF systems offer superior air quality, 

characterized by diminished CFUs, in contrast to DV systems. Additionally, it is worth noting 

that prevailing national standards for OR ventilation systems lack comprehensive stipulations 

regarding the requisite characteristics of DV systems [108-118]. 

The diagram of different ventilation forms in the operating room is shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 Illustration of different ventilation solutions in ORs
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Chapter 3: Methods  
3.1 Introduction 

This thesis employs a combination of experimental and numerical simulation methods. Three 

OR facilities were used to carried experimental measurements to achieve the goal of this 

thesis. The experimental measurements were performed in: 

1) An airflow laboratory equipped with a TMV system at the Department of Energy and 

Process Engineering, NTNU. 

2) An OR equipped with a TMV system at St. Olavs Hospital in Trondheim. 

3) An OR equipped with an LAF system at St. Olavs Hospital in Trondheim. 

The experimental research and numerical simulation completed in this doctoral could be 

grouped in four, answering the research questions: 

1) According to research question one, experimental measurement using tracer gas in the 

OR laboratory and CFD simulation to investigate the influence of the pressure difference 

between operating room and adjacent room validate the performance of physical barriers 

to reduce the exposure level of airborne microbes. This part includes the following tasks: 

a) Assessment of the exposure levels of the surgical team under different pressure 

differences to airborne microbes using tracer gas (presented in Article number one). 

b) CFD simulations to study the effectiveness of physical barriers in protecting 

healthcare personnel from exposure (presented in Article number two). 

2) Perform mock-up surgeries in the TMV OR concerning research question two. To 

collect data to build a numerical heat transfer model to predict the patient s core 

temperature. This part includes the following tasks: 

a) Performing a series of mockup surgeries with the patient (sedated pig), collecting the 

indoor environment and the body parameters of the pig during the mockup surgery. 

(Presented in Article number three). 

b) Establishing a model according to the collected data of mockup surgery, and the real 

core temperature data of patients in the OR was collected to verify the reliability of 

the model. (Presented in Article number three). 
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3) According to research question three, performing one mockup surgery with simulated 

animal patients and two mockup surgeries with simulated human patients under different 

ambient temperatures in a TMV OR. This part includes the following tasks: 

a) Measuring and analyzing the air quality parameters such as CFU level and particle 

concentration, at the surgical site. (Presented in Article number four). 

b) The data characteristics were analyzed by statistical methods and the possible reasons 

were discussed in combination with the literature. (Presented in Article number 

four). 

4) In relation to research question four, a mockup surgery was conducted in a LAF OR, 

this part includes the following tasks: 

a) Investigation of the velocity distribution characteristics of the thermal plume above 

the patient in the LAF OR (presented in Article number five). 

b) CFD simulations of the CFU levels in critical areas in LAF and Advanced Protective 

Laminar airflow (PLAF) OR (presented in Article number five). 

3.2 Experimental measurement 

3.2.1 The OR Laboratory at NTNU 

The OR lab is equipped with a TMV system with four supply air diffusers (0.55 m× 0.55 m), 

as shown in Figure 3.1, four lower-level exhaust outlets (0.175 m × 0.575 m), and four higher-

level exhaust outlets (0.55 m × 0.55 m), as shown in Figure 3.1(c). Each lower exhaust grill is 

connected to a 0.6 m × 0.2 m × 0.315 m plenum box, and each upper exhaust is connected to 

a 0.315 m × 0.4 m plenum box. The plenum box is equipped with a balancing damper and 

pressure outlets so that the airflow rate can be measured and controlled. The distribution of 

exhausted air between the higher and lower exhaust grills for each of the vertical exhaust 

modules is 1/3 and 2/3, respectively. 
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Figure 3.1 Medical equipment and layout in the OR. (a) Anesthesia machine; (b) Ultrasonic imager; (c) 

the layout of the OR laboratory; (d) Endoscope imager; (e) The cooling fan of the endoscope imager

3.2.1.1 OR lab facilities and thermal manikins 

The OR lab is equipped with several real medical equipment for OR, as shown in Figure 3.1. 

For some of the other medical devices that do not produce heat, six thermal manikins were 

used to mimic surgical staff in an OR, including one patient, two surgeons, two nurses, and 

an anesthesiologist. The surface temperature of the anesthesiologist and the patient can be 

controlled by the temperature control device The patient's head, arms, and body were set at 

, respectively. The heat power data of other facilities 

can be found in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 The heat power of all heat sources in the OR laboratory

Equipment Heating power (W)
Surgical lamp 1 61
Surgical lamp 2 74

Supersonic cleaner 45
Endoscope imager 232

Anesthesia machine 136
Main surgeon 150

Assistant Surgeon 150
Sterile nurse 140

Distribution nurse 140
3.2.1.2 Experiment setup

A study by Bivolarova et al. [129] found a strong linear relation (r2

concentrations of microparticles sized 0.7 and 3.5 a tracer gas nitrous oxide (N2O) in 
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an indoor ventilated environment. In this thesis, N2O tracer gas was used to simulate 

coronaviruses released from the breath and wound of a surgical patient. Commonly used 

tracer gases include SF6(146.06 g/mol), which has a molecular weight slightly heavier than 

N2O (44.01 g/mol) and air (28.97 g/mol) and is relatively more expensive compared to N2O. 

The objective of this study includes experimental study on ventilation performance, where 

the selected tracer gas will represent the dispersion of indoor air. It is preferable to choose a 

gas with a density as close to air as possible. Previous studies have also indicated differences 

in the diffusion rates of these two tracer gases when simulating indoor air dispersion [130]. 

Considering all factors, N2O was chosen as the tracer gas for this experiment. Studies have 

shown that aerosolized blood droplets may carry airborne microbes during laparoscopic 

surgery to release intra-abdominal pressure [131]. This thesis will use two surgical lights 

throughout all measurements. The tracer gas was released from the nose and wound of the 

patient separately in each case. 

A constant air supply volume of 20 ACHs and a constant room air temperature of  

was used in this thesis according to most standards [109, 132-134]. Three negative values 

were used: -5 Pa, -15 Pa, and -25 Pa. The change in pressure difference in the OR lab was 

achieved by regulating the air extract rate. In total, three cases were investigated with tracer 

gas under conditions with or without a ventilation system, different heights of surgical lamps, 

and different indoor heat intensities. The measurement conditions for each case can be found 

in Table 3.2. The supply airflow rate of all cases is 4000 m3/h. 

Table 3.2 Illustration of the case set up for the study on Research question one 

Case  
Tracer 

gas 
source 

Pressure 
difference  Air extract rate 

1. 
Nose 

-5 Pa 4140 (m3/h) 
2. -15 Pa 4242 (m3/h) 
3. -25 Pa 4316 (m3/h) 
4. 

wound 
-5 Pa 4140 (m3/h) 

5. -15 Pa 4242 (m3/h) 
6. -25 Pa 4316 (m3/h) 

Besides, the airflow distribution measurement was conducted to validate the CFD result. 

AirDistSys5000 was used to measure the air velocity (with an accuracy of 0.2 m/s), and 

temperature (with an accuracy of 0.2 

points, as presented in Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.2 Experiment setup in TMV OR 

3.2.1.3 Measurement procedure and data processing 

The N2O flow rate was kept at 0.18 m3/h (3 L/min) in all cases of this thesis. The sampled 

tracer gas was then sent continuously to a Innova 1303 multigas sampler and dozer (Brüel & 

Kjær, Ballerup, Denmark) coupled with an Innova 1302 photoacoustic monitor. There were 

six tracer gas measurement points, including exhaust (Point (1)), breathing zone of 

distribution nurse (Point (2)), anesthetist (Point (3)), sterile nurse (Point (4)), main surgeon 

(Point (5)), and assistant surgeon (Point (6)). Each measurement lasts for over five hours, 

with 50 data collected at each location. 

Before each experiment, the OR lab was ventilated for two hours in advance, the tracer gas 

was turned on after the indoor temperature was stable and the wall temperature remained 

unchanged. The sampling time of the Innova 1302 photoacoustic monitor was approximately 

measurement at the same location.  

Descriptive statistics were used for the analysis of the sampled N2O levels at six 

measurement points. Skewness and kurtosis statistics were used to test the assumption of 

normality for the N2O levels. Levene's test for equality of variances was used to test the 

assumption of homogeneity of the variance. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 

Kruskal Wallis methods were used to assess whether the mean N2O levels were significantly 

different between the same measurement points for different cases. The significance was 

  

Air change efficiency and local air change index category indicators were used to interpret 

the measured results in this thesis [135, 136]. The air change efficiency, , is defined as the ratio 

between the shortest possible air change time for the air in the room, the nominal time constant, , 
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and the actual air change time, . For the measurement of the local air index, each measurement 

session lasts for 5 minutes. Gas release begins at the start of the session and continues until stability is 

achieved. The measurement concludes once stability is reached after the initial gas release.

3.2.2 TMV OR in St. Olavs hospital

3.2.2.1 OR layout

To achieve the objective of the study on Research questions one and two, an OR with a TMV 

system in the St. Olavs hospital was used to carry out experimental measurements. In total,

six animal (sedated pig) tests and six mockup surgeries were performed in this OR, as shown 

in Figure 3.3. The OR has an area of 53 m2 and a height of 2.9 m. The OR is equipped with 

four radial air diffusers and four exhaust grills. The total supply airflow rate was 3680 m3/h, 

and the average airflow rate in the exhaust was 2933 m3/h. The air change rate of the OR was 

23.9 ACH. The pressure difference between the OR and the adjacent room is 12 Pa.

Figure 3.3 The layout of the mock surgery experimental setup(a)scenario. (b)measurement instrument 

(c)animal patient(d) blood agar plate 

3.2.2.2 Experiment setup

In this thesis set in the OR for the animal test and mock-up surgery. 

These measurement conditions are shown in Table 3.3.

Two animal tests were performed on two pigs under anesthesia, and the mockup surgeries 

were performed with simulated patients which were considered as heat and pollutant sources. 

The surgical team consisted of a main surgeon, an assistant surgeon, an anesthesiologist, a 

sterile nurse, and a distribution nurse. 

All mock surgeries were performed with the same procedure and lasted approximately 42-44 

mins. For the first 20 mins, everyone remained in a static state to allow the ventilation to 
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reduce indoor particulate concentrations caused by preoperative activities. This was followed 

by a 10-min 

included making the incision, cutting a piece of tissue, and suturing the wound. Before 

incising a wound, chlorhexidine is applied as a disinfectant and preservative. Its molecular 

 However, in the mock surgeries, the surgeons performed a similar 

activity but did not make real incisions, which is the only difference between the animal 

surgery and the mock surgeries. Everyone remained still for the final 10 mins to allow the 

concentrations near the wound were measured simultaneously starting at the initiation of the 

surgery. 

The measurement results of Cases 1-9 were used to evaluate the effect of ambient 

temperature on CFU levels, while Cases 1-3 and 10-12 were used to develop a heat balance 

model. During animal tests, surface, and deep wound (0.03-m deep) temperatures were 

measured using thermal couples, while the animal patient's core temperature was measured 

by an anesthesia machine. 

Table 3.3 Illustration of the cases setup for Research question three 

Surgery type Case  

Mock-up surgery 1 (animal 
patient) 

1 21 
2 23 
3 25 

Mock-up surgery 2 (simulated 
patient) 

4 21 
5 23 
6 25 

Mock-up surgery 3 (simulated 
patient) 

7 21 
8 23 
9 25 

Mock-up surgery 4 (animal 
patient) 

10 21 
11 23 
12 25 

3.2.3 LAF OR at St. Olavs hospital 

To achieve the objective of study on Research question four, an OR with a LAF system in the 

St. Olavs hospital in Trondheim was used to carry out experimental measurements as shown 

in Figure 3.4. The OR has a floor area of 56.58 m2 with a room height of 3 m. The area of the 

protected zone under the cover of the LAF system is 11 m2 (3.12m x 3.12m). The ventilation 

system in the OR consists of a vertical LAF system as shown in Figure 3.4. The OR is also 

equipped with six exhausts. The laminar flow area is surrounded by a canopy, and its inner 
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edge is considered to be the boundary between sterile and unsterile areas. During the 

experimental measurements, the ventilation system was operated at full load, and the room 

air temperature was set to 22 °C. The designed supply airflow in the LAF OR was 10500 

m3/h, comprising 4300 m3/h of outdoor air and 6200 m3/h of recirculated air.

The experiment in the laminar flow OR is mainly to validate the CFD simulation. The 

velocity of five lines with seven points on each line on the plane above the surgical site were 

measured, as shown in Figure 3.4 (b)(c)(d).

Figure 3.4 Picture of the LAF OR and measurement points in St. Olavs hospital

3.2.4 Instruments 

In the experimental measurement, different experimental instruments were used to measure 

various parameters, including velocity, temperature, humidity, pressure difference, particle 

concentration, CFU, tracer gas concentration, etc. Figure 3.5 shows the pictures of these 

instruments and Table 3.4 lists detailed parameters of these instruments.
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The tracer gas N2O, which was placed outside of the OR lab, was continually released 

through a plastic tube ( 33 mm). The flow rate of N2O is controlled by a gas rotameter 

connected to the tank. The N2O flow rate was kept at 0.18 m3/h (3 L/min) in all cases. The 

sampled tracer gas was then sent continuously to a precalibrated Innova 1303 multigas

sampler and doser (Brüel & Kjær, Ballerup, Denmark) coupled to an Innova 1302 

photoacoustic monitor, which is shown in Figure. 3.5(a). According to the manufacturer, the 

repeatability of the Innova 1302 measurements is ±1% under standard conditions. All 

standard deviations of the measured results performed under conditions without medical 

equipment were calculated to be under 5% of the mean value. An active CFU sampler, as 

shown in Figure 3.5(c), and a passive sampler, which is a blood agar plate as shown in Figure 

1(d), were used to measure the CFU levels. The blood agar used in the mock surgeries 

consisted of 5-7% bovine blood in Petri dishes measuring 90 mm in diameter. The active air 

sampler used was the AirIdeal 3P model from Biomérieux, which consists of 3 main 

components: the machine, a filter, and blood agar plates. The active air sampler works by 

drawing in the surrounding air at a constant suctioning volume of 100 L/min, causing the 

particles in the air to collide with a blood agar plate at a velocity of less than 20 m/s. The TSI 

9306 particle counter, as shown in Figure 3.5(c), measures the particle concentration. The 

device facilitates particle measurement across six distinct size ranges, 0.3- -

1- - - -

majority of BCP ranging from 10-20 AirDistSys5000 anemometers were used to 

measure air temperature and airspeed at 5×7=35 points in the OR lab, as shown in Figure. 

3.5(f). The lowest measurement points were 0.10 m higher than those of the patient.

Figure 3.5 Picture of instruments(a) Tracer gas (b) VelociCalc 9565-p (c) TSI 9306 and active air 
sampler (d)Bosch infrared meter (e) HIOKI LR8450 T type (f) AirDistSys5000 (g) Bloody ager (h)

FLIR E60
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Table 3.4 lists some of the instruments that were used in this thesis. 

Table 3.4 List of instruments used in this thesis 

Instrument Type Parameter accuracy 

Thermal couple HIOKI LR8450 T 
type Temperature ±0.05% of reading 

and ±0.1% of range, 
Infrared camera FLIR E60 Surface temperature ±2 °C 

Anemometer AirDistSys5000 Air velocity ± 0.02 m/s 
Tracer gas Innova 1302 Concentration ±1% 

Particle counter TSI 9306 Particle 
concentration  ±5% 

Ventilation Meter VelociCalc 9565-p Pressure difference ±1 Pa 
3.3 Numerical methods 

3.3.1 Modeling of wound and core temperature 

The model of heat transfer of the human body was established according to the following 

assumptions.  

1) The heat generation in the human body due to cell metabolism, which is constant and 

stable during the operation. 

2) Heat is transferred from the core of the body to the skin surface by two mechanisms, one is 

the thermal conduction of human tissues, and the other is the convective heat transfer through 

blood flow. The convective heat transfer is simplified by expressing it as an equivalent 

thermal conductivity efficiency and superimpose it on the conduction process.  

3) Regarding heat exchange with room air, the convective heat transfer coefficient of 

different parts of the human body is the same.  

4) The time taken for blood vessels to constrict or dilate has been ignored. 

3.3.1.1. Physical models of patients 

Physical models used in this thesis were simplified and used for all patients. Figure 3.6 shows 

how to simplify the physical model and divide the nodes. Relevant data from previous studies 

is used to describe the size of the human body, by using height and weight as input 

parameters, the size of other parts can be calculated as well. 

Bushy et.al [137] presents the relationship between height and head size, 

 

The relationship between body size and Body Mass Index (BMI) can be found below [138] 
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With the use of the above parameters, the distance and dimensions between all nodes and the 

body dimensions can be calculated.

Figure 3.6 Modelling process (a) simulated surgery (b) pig patient (c) Simplified model of pig patient 

(d) division of control volume

3.3.1.2 Heat balance 

The body's heat balance can be established between heat input and heat output. The heat 

input is the heat produced by the metabolism of the cells of the body. In the OR environment, 

the light from the surgical lamp is an input, which may warm up the surgical wound. The heat 

output is convection heat transfer from the body to the room air, sweat, and respiration. These 

are all boundary conditions for the body, and the heat conduction taken place inside the body.

The differential form of the three-dimensional thermal conductivity equation can be 

expressed in a rectangular coordinate system as follows:

The human thermal conductivity coefficient is an important parameter in the equation. In 

practice, heat is transferred from the core to the skin in two ways: by conduction through the 

tissues, for which previously researched data were referenced [99, 101], and by convection 

heat transfer through the blood vessels, which is driven by the heart's pumping action and 

transferred to surrounding tissues through the vessel walls. In this thesis, both convection and 
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conduction of heat transfer are treated in a similar way, using the analogous equation and 

thermal conductivity coefficient to calculate the convective heat transfer. In this simulation, 

measurements from both human and pig subjects were used to calculate the equivalent 

thermal conductivity coefficient.  

The heat conduction in this model requires discretization to convert higher-order partial 

differential equations into numerical equations. To discretize the equation, the control volume 

method was employed, and the internal node method was used to divide the nodes. To ensure 

the stability of the calculation, full implicit iterations were conducted. The detailed derivation 

and numerical solution process can be found in the Article number three [139]. 

3.3.1.3. Source term and boundary condition 

Regarding the processing of boundary conditions, the additional source term method was 

used to handle different types of boundary conditions. For boundary conditions with constant 

temperature, the temperature in the specific direction is set as a fixed value without 

participating in the iteration. For boundaries with constant heat flux, heat flux was used to 

eliminate the temperature term in the equation. A detailed derivation process can be found in 

the Article number three [139]. 

Metabolic rate 

Indirect calorimetry is the reference standard and clinically recommended means to measure 

energy expenditure. Notwithstanding the limitations of the assumptions, indirect calorimetry 

has been found to be consistent and in close agreement with direct calorimetry [140]. The 

principle of the indirect is that human breathing. The basis of the caloric method is that the 

oxygen consumed by respiration participates in the metabolism of fats, proteins, and 

carbohydrates in the body and produces carbon dioxide exhaled from the body. Metabolic 

rate can be estimated by measuring respiration, carbon dioxide difference, and oxygen 

difference. 

 

Where  is the metabolic rate, kcal/min;  and is the  and  intake and 

exhalation, L/ min;  is the daily urine nitrogen emissions, g/day. 

Convective heat transfer 

The additional source term method needs to calculate the heat flux at the boundary, for 

convective heat transfer, according to Fourier's law,  
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Where, ,  and  are regression coefficients and  is the effective relative air 

speed, which is measured in the TMV OR. For the LAF OR, the value  is different. In 

the article number three, the values for the regression coefficient are given. 

Radiation heat transfer 

To consider the radiative heat transfer between the outermost grid and the external 

environment, the additional source term method was employed, which is explained in article 

number three. Specifically, the grid located near the wound was designed to incorporate the 

radiation input from the operating lamp. Conversely, the grids that were exposed to air, 

except for the layers that were next to the bed, were configured to consider only the radiation 

output which was known to vary with surface temperature. 

The radiation heat transfer equation of the body node is, 

 

Where,  is the Thermal emissivity,  is the angle factor from plate one to plate two;  is 

the skin temperature, ;  is the wall temperature, .  

Sweating  

Sweating is a natural thermoregulatory behavior of the human body. When the temperature is 

too high, the central nervous system prompts the sweat glands to secrete sweat, which 

evaporates and removes heat from the body, thereby reducing the body temperature. This 

relationship has already been established [141]. 

 

Where, m is the amount of sweat the body produces, g;  is the metabolic rate, W. 

Breathing  

The human breath carries away part of the heat from the body. The air inhaled is heated in the 

lungs to about 31 . The heat needed can be expressed in terms of the ambient temperature 

and the exhalation temperature  and the amount of breath, as explained in Eq. (9). At 

the same time, the inhaled air of respiration is accompanied by an increase in humidity, 
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which increases to around 80%. Therefore, the sensible and latent heat of water vapor can be 

calculated directly. 

 

Where,  is the sensible heat loss from the breathing, W/s;  is the breathing rate, m3/s; 

 is the density of the air, kg/m3;  is the heat capacity of the air, W/kg . 

3.3.1.4. Conductivity change 

The determination of the heat transfer coefficient is based on different factors. Since the heat 

transfer in the human body is very complicated, the heat transfer process inside the human 

body model is simplified. Essentially, this means that even though the two heat transfer 

processes differ, they ultimately result in the same amount of heat moving from the inside to 

the outside. The thermal conductivity of the whole process is equal to the sum of the thermal 

conductivity of the two-heat conduction.  

When the brain detects the body's temperature is too low, it initiates a series of measures to 

alter the amount of heat the body loses. For example, the brain controls blood vessel 

constriction, chills, etc. And when it is hot, the brain controls blood vessel dilation, sweating, 

etc. This degree of vasodilation is not thought to be linear with temperature, and this mode of 

regulation is turned on when the body temperature reaches a certain point, this mode of 

regulation is dependent on the anesthetic and dose used. 

3.3.1.5. Initialization 

When performing unsteady simulations, proper initialization is crucial to obtaining accurate 

and reliable results. To ensure proper initialization, we first conduct a longer simulation 

period with the model to obtain temperature distributions at different locations. Then divide 

the simulated temperature into several intervals and correlate the temperature within each 

interval with the corresponding ambient temperature, core temperature, and skin temperature. 

This temperature correlation equation is then incorporated into the initialization process to 

ensure that the initial simulation does not fluctuate due to an unrealistic temperature 

distribution. By utilizing this method, the model can achieve a more stable and accurate 

simulation. 

3.3.1.6. Flow of simulation process  

Figure 3.7 illustrates the computational procedure using the entire model, which is written in 

the C++ programming language. Firstly, all boundary conditions are provided at time t0, 
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including the patient's height, weight, oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production, 

current core temperature, and ambient air temperature. Subsequently, based on the input 

values, the patient size, metabolic heat generation, convective heat transfer from the skin 

surface, radiative heat exchange with the environment, and skin temperature based on core 

temperature and ambient air temperature can be calculated. These values are then assigned to 

each control volume as initial conditions for the model. Next, the temperatures of all control 

volumes at time t+1 are computed using the discretized equations and iterated until the 

residuals of temperature calculations for all control volumes are less than 10-6. Once the 

residuals reach 10-6, the temperatures of nodes at time t+2 are calculated. A time step of 0.5s 

and a maximum of 14400 steps, equivalent to 2 hours was used. After each time step, the 

radiative heat exchange between the human body and the environment is recalculated, and the 

core temperature is checked against a threshold value. Every time the threshold of core 

temperature is reached, adjustments are made to the heat conductivity, the value is provided 

in Article number three. The computational model shown in Figure 3.7 is for a pig, with the 

main differences in the core temperature threshold and the adjustments to the heat 

conductivity for the human body. While the governing equations, boundary conditions, and 

calculation flow are the same.

Figure 3.7 Calculation flow of the model
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3.3.2 Computational fluid dynamic simulation 

3.3.2.1 Computational domain

The simulated physical model presented in this section is based on the laminar flow OR at 

Health St. Olavs Hospital. A simplified illustration of the LAF and an improved LAF system,

the Protective Laminar Airflow (PLAF) system can be seen in Figure 3.8. In this simulation, 

the geometry of the anesthesiology machine was simplified to a box and neglected OR

lockers. The layout of the OR with surgical staff and instrument tables are the same as that of 

the real OR.

Figure 3.8 Illustration of the OR model for CFD simulation using LAF and PLAF (a) LAF (b) PLAF

Figure 3.9 shows an OR model with TMV, which is based on a TMV OR laboratory in EPT. 

The medical instruments in the model are simplified into rectangles but retain some of the 

details of the human body. Its layout, the calorific value of the human body, and medical 

devices are the same as that of the laboratory. The boundary conditions are adiabatic, but the 

body and the medical device are set to constant temperature based on the measurements.

Figure 3.9 Illustration of the OR model for CFD simulation using TMV
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3.3.2.2 Turbulent airflow model 

Due to the intricacies of indoor airflow dynamics, an accurate simulation of turbulent airflow 

indoors relies heavily on a proper turbulence model. The two-equation k- most 

employed turbulent model for indoor airflow simulations. In the study on Research questions 

one and four, the Realizable model, a recently developed approach, was used. The 

formulation of this model adheres to specific mathematical constraints associated with 

Reynolds stress, thus ensuring its alignment with the physical characteristics of turbulence. 

Notably, prior scholarly endeavors [122, 142] have demonstrated the utility of the Realizable 

k-

environments [143]. In a broader conceptual framework, the governing equations 

encompassing continuity, momentum, energy, and turbulence quantities find expression in a 

generalized transport equation format [144] 

 

where  is the air density,  is the air velocity vector,  denotes the transported quantity,  is 

the (effective) diffusion coefficient of , and  is the source term. Given the consideration of 

exclusively steady-state conditions, the transient term was omitted from the formulation. 

Notably, a second-order upwind scheme was employed to discretize the convective terms, 

while the diffusion terms underwent discretization through the implementation of a central 

difference scheme. The detailed setting of boundary conditions can be found in Article 

number five. The basis for setting parameters can be found in the literature [145]. 

3.3.2.3 A numerical model for particle transport 

Lagrangian particle tracking was employed in the present study to model the BCPs transport, 

in which the motion of an inert particle in a viscous flow was described by an ordinary 

differential equation, 

 

where  is the velocity,  is the density, and is the gravitational acceleration, and the 

subscript  denotes particle related variables whereas unsubscribed symbols refer to airflow 

quantities. The ultimate term encompassed within Equation (11) serves to account for 

supplementary forces exerted upon the particle. Given the particularities of the airflow 

conditions and particle dimensions under scrutiny within this thesis, it is prudent to solely 
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consider Saffman's lift force. This selective focus arises from the negligible impact of 

alternative supplementary forces when juxtaposed with the dominant drag force [146]. More 

detailed setting of boundary conditions for particle tracking models and the basis for setting 

them can be found in Article number five. The basis for setting parameters can be found in 

the literatures [147-150].

Assuming that particle sizes conform to a Rosin-Rammler two-parameter distribution, the 

particle size distribution within the operating room is determined by data from previous 

studies. The diameters corresponding to the 25%, 50%, and 75% percentiles are 7 10-6, 12.8

10-6, and 18 10-6, respectively. By employing the Rosin-Rammler distribution function to 

fit this data, the resulting distribution functions are derived. In total, there are ten sets of 

particle size distributions.

Where, Y is the probability that the particle size is larger than d; is the average diameter of

particulate matter, in this thesis is 12.5×10-6, and the n is 3.41 in this thesis. 

3.3.2.4 Verification and validation of the model 

In this thesis, the simulation is verified firstly by doing the grid independence tests. Besides, 

simulation results were compared with experimental data to ensure the accuracy of the

applied CFD program in predicting airflow behavior within the TMV operating room. Before 

validation, measurements of the surgical microenvironment's airflow distribution 

were conducted in a TMV OR laboratory and a OR with LAF at St. Olavs Hospital. 

The measured data were then compared with the simulated data, revealing a relative error of 

less than 10% between experimental and simulated results. This suggests that the selection of 

the turbulence model, the configuration of boundary conditions, and the simplification of the 

physical model in this simulation are reasonable. See Appendix -Article five for details.

3.3.2.5 Cases setup 

The TMV OR CFD study setup is for study the comparison of implementing the protective 

curtain behind the patient's face to reduce the exposure level of the surgeon to airborne 

microbes. Therefore, only the two conditions were compared, with and without protective 

curtains, which are Case 7 and Case 8 in the study on Research question one. For modeling 

the spread of airborne microbes, the SF6 gas was released from the patient's mouth and nose. 
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Due to the higher relative molecular weight of SF6 compared to N2O, it is more suitable for 

simulating the diffusion of particles, especially those with a larger diameter, taking into 

account gravitational effects. Although many studies have compared the performance of these 

two gases in predicting the movement of different particles and found that both tracer gases 

can accurately predict particle motion [129, 151, 152], considering the comprehensive aspects, 

this study primarily focuses on simulating particles of a certain micron size, SF6 was chosen 

as the tracer gas in the simulation. 

This simulation was accomplished by solving the gas transport model and equations. All the 

equations for the simulation of BCPs and airborne disperse were solved using commercial 

CFD code Fluent 19.2. Moreover, a novel approach, locating a protective shield curtain 

the airborne disperse.  

In a simulation of using an OR with LAF, to find the effect of different parameters on the 

performance of PLAF, different angles, different downward plate jet diffusor lengths, and 

different downward plate jet velocity were compared. The compared parameters are shown in 

Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 Case study setting up for study on Research question four 

Case  
No. 

Ventilation 
form 

downward 
plate jet angel 

Slot 
width 

Downward 
plate jet 
velocity 

LAF 
 velocity(m/s) 

Airflow 
rate(m3/h) 

1 LAF / 0.25 8760 
2 0.30 10513 
3 

PLAF 

Downward 0.01 m 1.5 m/s 0.25 9098 
4 0.30 10850 
5 Downward 0.01 m 2.0 m/s 0.25 9210 
6 0.30 10963 
7 Downward 0.02 m 1.5 m/s 0.25 9437 
8 0.30 11189 
9 23°(inward) 0.01 m 1.5 m/s 0.25 9098 
10 0.30 10850 
11 23(outward) 0.02 m 1.5 m/s 0.25 9437 
12 0.30 11189 
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussions 
This chapter presents the main results of the doctoral thesis. Section 4.1 showcases a study on 

tracer gas research, conducted in the operating room laboratory, focusing on exposure risks of 

medical staff when patients act as pollution sources under different pressure differentials. 

Additionally, it includes a CFD simulation study on the effectiveness of using plate to reduce 

staff exposure, corresponding to Research question one. Section 4.2 demonstrates the 

comparison between our established predictive model for perioperative patient temperature 

and experimental results, as well as the collection of patient outcomes, corresponding to 

Research question two. Section 4.3 displays the results of the impact of ambient temperature 

on CFU levels in the surgical site within the operating room, as well as the relationship 

between CFU levels and particle concentration, corresponding to Research question three. 

Section 4.4 presents the comparative results of CFU levels on surgical site and instrument 

tables under different ventilation conditions for PLAF and LAF systems, corresponding to 

Research question four. 

4.1 Research question one: Influence of pressure difference and protective 
curtain on the exposure level of surgical team to the airborne 
microorganism in the TMV OR 

4.1.1 Measurement results of tracer gas concentration with pollutant released from the 

patient nose (Cases 1-3) 

Figure 4.1 shows a boxplot of the measured concentration results in Cases 1 to 3 when the 

the large difference in data at different points, the y-axis is displayed as a logarithmic axis. 

This figure shows that the highest concentration appears at point (6), the breathing zone of 

the assistant surgeon, under three different pressure conditions. This was followed by point 

(5), at the breathing zone of the main surgeon. The lowest concentration results were found at 

point (2), the breathing zone of the distribution nurse, which is lower than the exhaust 

concentration. The concentration at point (3), the breathing zone of the anesthesiologist, was 

slightly higher than that in the exhaust at between 103% (35.8 ppm) and 114% (42.5 ppm). 

Considering the effect of pressure change on concentration, except for the distribution nurse, 

the mean value of concentration at all points decreases with increasing pressure. Despite this, 
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except for two surgeons, the concentrations in the breathing area of other surgical staff were

not significantly different from those of the exhaust.

Figure 4.1 Boxplot of concentration results when tracer gas is released from the patient's nose.

4.1.2 Measurement results of tracer gas concentration with pollutant released from the 

patient wound (Cases 4-6)

Figure 4.2 shows the boxplot of concentration results at each point in Case 4-Case 6 as tracer 

gas is released from the wound of the patient. The highest mean concentrations were found at 

point (6), all of which were more than 12 times the mean value of the concentration at point 

(1), the exhaust. This was followed by concentration point (5). The mean concentrations of 

other measurement points were close to the mean concentration at the exhaust, point (4). 

Considering the influence of the pressure difference on the concentration, with increasing

pressure difference, the concentration of all the measuring points decreased except the 

concentration at point (2), which shows a similar trend as Case 1 to Case 3. The difference 

comparing the first three cases is that the concentration at point (6) does not change 

drastically with the change in the pressure difference. 
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Figure 4.2 Boxplot of concentration results when tracer gas is released from patient's wound 

From Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, it is noticed that the data did not follow a normal distribution

Air pollutant concentrations are inherently random variables because of their dependence on 

the fluctuations of a variety of meteorological and emission variables [153]. According to the 

random dilution theory, when the pollutants are still in the dilution stage rather than the 

complete mixing stage, the measured pollutant concentration data show a two-parameter 

lognormal distribution [154, 155]. This kind of distribution of tracer gas concentration in the 

breathing areas of surgical staff near the surgical microenvironment, including an 

anesthesiologist, assistant surgeon, and main surgeon is also observed in this thesis, which 

suggests that tracer gas is still in the intermediate stage of dilution when moving to these 

areas rather than being completely mixed with air. The results may indicate that surgical staff 

who work in proximity to an airborne-infected patient may be exposed to a higher airborne 

 concentration than those who work further from the patient in the OR with TMV 

under negative pressure. 

4.1.3 Air change efficiency and local air change index 

The air change efficiency and local air change index were used to evaluate the performance 

of airflow distribution at these measurement points. Air change efficiency represents the 

performance of the air distribution of the ventilation system in the room. The calculated value 

of the air change efficiency of the OR is 49.24%, 49.91%, and 50.18% at -5 Pa, -15 Pa, and -

25 Pa, respectively.  

Figure 4.3 shows the local air change index from point (2) to point (6) by using the 

measurement results. The ideal value in a TMV room is 100%. If the index at a point is less 

than 100%, it means that the air reaches this point slower than the air reaches the exhaust, and 
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vice versa From the figure, the local air change index of points (2), (3), and (4) is like the 

trend of pressure; that is, the increase in pressure will increase the local air change index of 

these points. Among them, point (3) has the largest variation range, which increases from 

75.26%, which is the lowest value, at -5 Pa to 108.56% at -25 Pa. However, this value is the 

lowest among the three points at -5 Pa and -15 Pa.  

 
Figure 4.3 Local air change index of each surgical staff breathing area. 

Table 4.1 shows the results of the intergroup posttest, indicating whether there was a 

statistically significant difference between the two groups. Points (1) and (2), regardless of 

whether the pollutant is released from the nose or the wound, show similar characteristics. 

This is easy to understand since both sites are far away from the patient. When the pressure 

difference changes from -5 Pa to -15 Pa, there is a significant difference between the two 

groups of data, but when the pressure difference changes from -15 Pa to -25 Pa, there is no 

significant difference between the two groups of data. According to the actual measured 

exhaust air volume, there is a small difference in the actual ventilation volume with different 

pressure differences. The ventilation volume differences between -5 Pa and -15 Pa and 

between -15 Pa and -25 Pa are 102 m3/h and 74 m3/h, respectively. This difference is due to 

the relationship between the pressure difference and ventilation volume determined by the 

following equation: 

 

where  is the pressure difference, Pa;  is the flow rate, m3/h; and  is a coefficient. For 

this experiment, the relationship between the flow rate and pressure difference can be fitted 

as  (R=0.99). Therefore, the primary factor causing the concentration 

differences at points (1) and (2) under different pressure differentials is the variation in 

ventilation rate. 
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Table 4.1 Data analysis of whether the variation of pressure difference in different positions has a 

significant effect on the concentration data. 

Measurement point Case #-# 
1-2 2-3 1-3 4-5 5-6 4-6 

1. Exhaust p=0.001 p=0.180 p<0.001 p=0.001 p=0.371 p<0.001 
2. Circulation nurse p=0.003 p=1.000 p=0.006 p<0.001 p=0.823 p<0.001 
3. Anesthesiologist p=0.126 p<0.001 p<0.001 p=0.758 p=0.848 p=0.998 

4. Sterile nurse p=0.807 p=0.098 p=0.127 p=0.538 p=0.001 p<0.001 
5. Main surgeon p=0.039 p=0.008 p<0.001 p=0.301 p<0.001 p<0.001 

6. Assistant surgeon p=0.268 p=0.005 p<0.001 P=0.767 p=0.649 p=0.989 

At point (3), there is a significant difference only between the Case 2 and Case 3 data, while 

at point (4), there is a significant difference only between the Case 5 and Case 6 data. From 

the concentration results, such a difference is very small and may be caused by changes in 

ventilation volume. 

On the other hand, according to the results of the local air change index at each point 

combined with the results of the concentration, with the increase of the pressure difference, 

the local air change index at point (2) to point (4) increases, and the concentration at each 

point decreases accordingly. The concentration data can be related to the local air change 

index. That is, the greater the local air index is, the smaller the concentration. This can 

explain the influencing factors of indoor concentration at each point, including the actual 

ventilation volume and air distribution.  

When the pressure difference changes from -15 Pa to -25 Pa, the concentration data at point 

(5) differs significantly regardless of where the tracer gas is released. It can be seen from the 

thermal plume results that the change of pressure difference can significantly change the 

characteristics of the patient's thermal plume, which may be due to the influence of airflow 

infiltration into the gap of the room envelope, and this influence is more intense for point (5) 

than the change of ventilation rate and the change of the same fraction efficiency. When 

tracer gas was released from the wound, the concentration data of point (6) did not differ 

significantly under different pressure differences. This may be due to the Coanda effect on 

the chest of the assistant surgeon after the thermal plume from the patient's wound is diverted 

to the assistant surgeon. This effect will not be affected by external airflow. 

4.1.4 CFD simulation results of velocity 

The CFD simulation was conducted to evaluate the performance of using a physical curtain in 

front of the patient to reduce the exposure level of the surgical team to the airborne microbes. 

The CFD simulation results are shown in Figure 4.4 that the air temperature above the 
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careful analysis of the measurement data confirmed this temperature variation in the surgical 

microenvironment. Furthermore, the surface temperature of the wound area increased from 

 

 
Figure 4.4 CFD velocity contour results 

4.1.5 CFD simulation results of pollutant concentration 

In the simulation, SF6 was released from the nose of the patient during an ongoing surgery to 

evaluate the exposure level of the surgical team. Overall, two different scenarios, with and 

without the curtain, were numerically simulated to investigate the spread of airborne 

infectious diseases from the patient. The distribution of pollutant from the contaminated 

patient is presented for all cases in Figure 4.5, in which SF6 tracer gas represents the airborne 

infectious particles. 

 
Figure 4.5 CFD SF6 concentration results(a)without protective curtain, (b) with protective curtain  
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The results showed that in Case 7, the infectious airborne particles reached the maximum 
3 at the breathing zone of the surgeon, and the assistant surgeon 

who was located around the operating table. Using a protective curtain in Case 8 resulted in a 
3 

without a protective curtain, the microbes were not obtained in the breathing zone of scrub 

and circulating nurses. However, the microbes were detected close to the anesthesiologist 

nurse in all studied cases. 

4.1.6 The performance of the application of the protective curtain 

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, the safety of the surgical team has become a priority. 

Various strategies have been proposed to increase the protection level of health care workers 

implemented plastic drape roles for making an intubation tent for a COVID-19 patient. 

Although their proposed concept was successful, the Corona Curtain was designed for 

hospital wards. In this regard, the current study evaluated the exposure level of the surgical 

the OR. The CFD simulations showed that using this protective curtain reduced the exposure 

level by up to 75% in the breathing area of the surgeons. Since using a protective curtain 

between the anesthesiologist nurse and patient might affect the performance of this nurse, 

using a high-protection mask rather than a surgical mask is highly recommended. Thus, using 

the proposed protective curtain reduces the spread of airborne infectious diseases from the 

patient and improves the safety of the surgeons. 

4.2 Research question two: Predictive modelling of patient  core 
temperature 

4.2.1 Core body temperature of the pig patient 

Experimental measurement results were used to evaluate the performance of the developed 

model for predicting core body temperature using general anesthesia.  

Figure 4.6 shows the comparison of simulated and experimental results of core temperature. 

It shows a good agreement between the predicted core temperature and measured values with 

an R2 coefficient of over 0.97. The difference in temperature between predicted and measured 

one hour. 
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of simulated and experimental results of core temperature

4.2.2 Deep wound temperature of the pig patient 

To evaluate the performance of this model in predicting tissue temperature at the surgical site, 

thermocouples was used to measure the tissue temperature 0.03 m underneath the wound and 

compared the results with the predicted values from this model, as shown in Figure 4.7. 

Figure 4.7 Comparison of simulated and experimental results of 0.03-m deep wound temperature, 

(a)(c)(e) mockup surgery 1: Case 1-3, (b)(d)(f) mockup surgery 2: Case 10-12.
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The results demonstrate that this model accurately predicted tissue temperature at the surgical 

site for most cases, with most of the temperature measurements falling within the error bars 

of the predicted values. The accuracy of the predictions was especially notable for Cases 1-3 

and Cases 10 and 11, where the temperature measurements were within 0.5 °C of the 

predicted values. However, in Case 12, the measured temperature was consistently lower than 

the predicted values, with the difference reaching up to 1 at some points during the 

surgery.

4.2.3 Skin surface temperature of the pig patient

Thermal images were taken using an infrared camera to measure the surface temperature of 

the surgical patient during surgery, and the measurement results are shown in Figure 4.8. The 

figure on the right shows simulation results. Case 3 was selected for comparison, and the 

temperature of the surgical site exceeded 37 due to the illumination of the surgical lamp. 

In addition, the temperature of the upper part of the patient's body was higher than that of the 

sides, with the upper part being about 30 and the sides about 25 . Simulation results in 

this thesis also was discovered this phenomenon because the sides of the patient's body as an 

air layer was set, which is consistent with the actual situation. 

Figure 4.8 Comparation of the experimental and simulated results of the patient's body surface 

temperature 
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4.2.4 Prediction of human patient core body temperature

Some patient data during some real operations was collected to verify the accuracy of the 

model. From human patients, the heat transfer coefficients were modified, and the simulation 

process was the same as in Figure 4.9. The temperature thresholds were set at 36 and 38

for all human cases. As can be seen from Figure 4.9, the simulation accurately may predict

the trend of temperature change. Within one hour, the temperature difference between 

simulation and measurement patient core body temperature is less than 0.2 . For Case 3, the 

patient was measured using a heating pad, and the heating pad used a constant temperature of 

39 . This condition was incorporated into the model, and the calculated data was accurately 

matched by measurement data within 180 minutes. However, for patient 2, the simulation

results were 0.3 different from the experiment at 90 minutes.

Figure 4.9 Real operative patient measurements versus simulated data

4.2.5 The performance of the prediction model

The model of human heat balance has undergone extensive development over the years. 

However, this model distinguishes itself from previous ones by disregarding the intricate 

details of the model and instead focusing on accurate heat transfer calculations. A simplified 

approach was introduced to convective heat transfer in blood vessels, known as the effective 

thermal conductivity method. To determine the corresponding coefficient, experimental data 

obtained from the real human body were used.

Skin blood flow is influenced by vasoconstriction and vasodilation. Under normal body 

temperature conditions, the average skin blood flow accounts for 5% of the cardiac output. 

However, during cold stress, it is distributed nearly evenly between 0% and the maximum 

vasodilation period, which corresponds to 60% of the cardiac output on the body surface

[156]. The reaction of blood vessels was simplified, which typically involves an initial 
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response followed by a slower response. The initial response is often triggered by the 

stimulation of receptors on neurons and muscle cells, resulting in a sudden increase in 

calcium ion levels within vascular smooth muscle cells and subsequently leading to rapid 

vasoconstriction. Since the simulated time is much longer than the duration of the initial 

response (which usually lasts only a few seconds to a minute). Therefore, the change in 

thermal conductivity caused by vasoconstriction as a segmented process was considered. 

Regarding the calculation of metabolic heat, Severens et al. [99] proposed an equation that 

accounts for the variation of metabolism with different tissue temperatures. However, 

changes in metabolism can cause fluctuations in tissue temperature, which may differ from 

the equation. Accurately predicting the heat generated by metabolism is crucial for 

maintaining the thermal balance of the human body. To improve this model in this thesis, the 

indirect calorimetry method was applied to calculate the metabolic rate, achieving an 

accuracy of up to 95%. 

By comparing the final simulation results at various room air temperatures with actual 

measurement results, the results demonstrate the accurate prediction of the heat transfer 

processes within the human body. These processes include heat generation from metabolism, 

heat transfer from the interior to the exterior of body, and radiation heat exchange from 

surgical wounds. Figure 4.9 shows the similarity between the simulated temperature range, 

and the comparative simulation results. 

To ensure the simulation efficiency, certain factors were neglected such as clothing wrinkles. 

Despite these simplifications, this model still effectively describes the phenomenon of heat 

transfer. Within two hours, the majority of the simulation data agreed with measurement 

results and fell within the margin of error, with temperature differences within an hour 

remaining within 0.2 . 

It is worth noting that in the temperature may change with real individuals, the core 

temperature of patient No. 2 in Figure 4.9 deviated by 0.3  from the experimental value 

after 90 minutes. This discrepancy may be attributed to the assumption that the metabolic rate 

would not change based on the current measurements. Predicting the changing trend and 

magnitude of the metabolic rate can aid in improving the model. 
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4.3 Research question three: Study on the effect of room air temperature 
on CFU level at surgical site 

4.3.1 Measured CFU results. 

The measured CFU level of every mockup surgery at different room air temperatures of nine 

measurements is shown in Figure 4.10. For the measurement of CFU level with the active 

sampling method, with the increase in the temperature, a decrease in CFU level was observed 

in all measurements, except for the first mockup surgery. All the measured CFU is less than 

10 CFU/m3 measured CFU 

showed similar patterns. However, the values of the passive sampled CFU were slightly 

lower than 3 CFU/h. The two CFU results are even 0. 

 
Figure 4.10 CFU results (active sampler and passive sampler) 

4.3.2 Measured particle concentration 

Table 4.2 shows the correlation coefficient between particle concentration during the 

surgeon's activities and the room air temperature which indicates that the thermal plume may 

reduce the exposure risk of 

relationship with room air temperature. However, the larger particles, especially the particles 

seem not always correlate with room air 

temperature. 
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Table 4.2 The correlation coefficient between particle concentration and room air temperature. 

Particle 
size 

Mock-up surgery 1 Mock-up surgery 2 Mock-up surgery 3 
correlation 
coefficient 

P-
value 

correlation 
coefficient 

P-
value 

correlation 
coefficient 

P-
value 

0.3 0.306 <0.001 0.586 <0.001 0.574 <0.001 
0.5 0.236 0.001 0.410 <0.001 0.6 <0.001 
1 0.334 <0.001 0.247 <0.001 0.309 <0.001 
3 0.372 <0.001 0.067 0.358 0.146 0.041 
5 0.313 <0.001 -0.147 0.042 -0.272 <0.001 

10 0.173 0.019 0.027 0.711 -0.249 <0.001 
4.3.3 The effect of room air temperature on CFU level and particle concentration. 

The increase in the room air temperature leads to a higher particle concentration but a lower 

CFU level. The size of the bacteria that may cause SSI is between 0.2 and 5 micron, such as 

after adhering to particles [157, 158]. However, these particles can originate from cloth, skin, 

resuspend, or ventilation system. Whereas desquamation from the skin of the surgical team 

and the patient can be the main source of the bacteria [67, 159]. Among them, the increased 

concentration of fine particles confirmed the previous hypothesis that the thermal plume at 

the wound site may prevent the deposition of particles on the surgical site. This thesis may 

suggest that as the room air temperature increases, the impact of air temperature on 

deposition becomes weaker. This viewpoint can be explained by the fact that higher 

temperatures lead to a reduced temperature difference between the human body and the 

environment, resulting in a weaker thermal plume generated by the body. The thermal plume 

tends to inhibit the deposition of particles as its direction is upward. Therefore, higher 

temperatures are associated with a reduced deposition effect, especially for smaller-sized 

particles, due to the weakened influence of the thermal plume. For CFU, a reduction in the 

rate at which the surgical team releases bacteria may be the main cause of its decline as room 

air temperature increases. 

Skin scales are dead keratinocytes, which form the outermost layer of the skin. Normal 

people shed 3×108 cells every day [160], producing 21.6 million particles [161]. The main 

cause of cell droppings is desmosomal degradation, which induces the physiological 

desquamation process [160]. Desmosome decomposition is almost unaffected by temperature 

and only by hydrolase. But skin scales can contain different cells, causing smaller scales to be 

more numerous. In addition, previous studies have suggested that the rate of particulate 

matter release is related to human activity level, clothing, and lipids on the skin surface [162]. 
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Under high temperatures, more sweat and sebum are secreted [163], which will also stick the 

cells that should be shed to the skin and prevent them from shedding normally. A previous 

study also observed that with the increase in temperature, the rate of microbial particulate 

matter produced by the human body decreased [164]. It is worth noting that the distribution 

of microorganisms on the skin is not uniform, with more on the head and chest than on the 

limbs [162], while the forehead and cheeks have the most oil secretion. Wearing clean scrubs 

can reduce the spread of BCP, however, some particles can still be released from the 

foreheads of surgical team members and the gaps in their clothing. Also, note that the skin on 

the forehead of the surgical team was exposed to air during the operation. There may be 

many other distant causes of increased CFU, such as indoor relative humidity, which are 

beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Human activity is believed to increase the level of CFU at the surgical site [161, 165-169], 

and the amount of increase is related to human activity level [68]. When people are active, 

the physical friction between skin and clothing accelerates the shedding of skin scales [161]. 

Instead, the cells are released in smaller forms, which are easier to penetrate through and out 

of clothing spaces, leading to increased levels of CFU. Some previous studies have concluded 

that the upper body releases BCP at 2-3 times the rate of the lower body. Addition, detailed 

values and the relationship between the increase factor and temperature are discovered. In 

this thesis, the low-intensity activities performed by surgeons, such as cutting wounds, 

bending, and suturing, also increase CFU level, which are 1-5 times at 21- -11 

 comparing with no activities. 

4.4 Research question four: Study on the performance of PLAF  

4.4.1 CFU level at wound 

Figure 4.11 shows the results of CFU detected at the surgical site under 12 simulated 

experimental conditions. The figure that the highest CFU level appeared in Cases 11-12. 

When the air supply velocity in the LAF region is 0.25 m/s, the CFU level Case 7 with PLAF 

is lower than that in the case of LAF. When the air supply velocity was 0.30 m/s, CFU levels 

were lower in all PLAF cases than in LAF cases except Case 12. The line between the two 

gas supply speeds indicates the efficiency, and the lower the line, the higher the ventilation 

efficiency. As you can see, the efficiency of Cases 7,8 is higher than that of LAF. 

Based on the CFU results, it was indicated that the BCP in the wound was generated by the 

activities of two surgeons. It can be inferred that the most favorable condition is when the 
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surgeons' thermal plumes are disrupted, and the LAF dominates the whole protected zone. 

This scenario may facilitate the direct one-way removal of BCP generated from the surgeons' 

upper body. In cases where the supply airflow is insufficient or disturbed, the non-

unidirectional flow may increase the probability of BCP settling on the wound. However, the 

PLAF, under suitable conditions (Case 7), allows the airflow to converge effectively without 

overly disrupting the LAF's unidirectional flow (as observed in Case 9), resulting in a more 

stable yet dynamic airflow pattern.

Figure 4.11 Simulated CFU level at the wound

4.4.2 CFU level at instrument tables

Figure 4.12 shows the CFU level at instrument table three and four. When the air supply 

velocity in the LAF area rises from 0.25 to 0.30 m/s, the CFU level of the instrument station 

increases in all cases. At 0.30 m/s, the CFU level of Cases 4 and 6 of PLAF is lower than that 

of LAF. Cases 9 and 14 are similar to LAF, and it can be seen that changing the outward 

angle of the downward plate jet does not make a lot of difference in the result. In contrast to 

the results at the surgical site, CFU levels on the instrument table were lower at higher air 

supply rates under all conditions.
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Figure 4.12 Measured CFU level on the instrument table

4.4.4 Simulated velocity vector results

Figure 4.13 shows the velocity vector at the instrument table's side for two different scenarios 

in an LAF environment and two scenarios in a PLAF environment, all corresponding to the 

highest CFU level at the instrument table. As can be seen, the air passes between the two 

surgical lamps, and eventually sweeps diagonally over the surgical site. 

Figure 4.13 CFD velocity vector result for Case 1, Case 2, Case 11 and Case 12 from the side view
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The airflow under the surgical lamp is disturbed and no longer unidirectional. The airflow 

behind the sterile nurse was also turbulent. The thermal plume of the sterile nurse mixed with 

the outgoing air supply stream is swept through the instrument table. After the air supply 

speed increases, the airflow falls faster near the instrument table.

Figure 4.14 shows the airflow distribution of the area between the two surgeons. Only the 

case of LAF Case 1 is shown. Case 7 is the case of PLAF with the lowest CFU level, and 

Case 11 is the case of PLAF CFU with the highest level of CFU. As can be seen from the 

figure, the air supply in different situations interacts with the thermal plume.

Figure 4.14 CFD velocity vector result in front of the surgeon on the left for Case 1, Case 7 and Case 

11 

In Case 11, the supply airflow is dominant, and the thermal plumes are almost invisible. Case

1, a thermal plume creates some backflow in the face, creating a partial area of upward 

airflow in front of the face. This region is the largest in Case 13, and the thermal 

plume affects the downward unidirectional airflow in the LAF region to a certain extent.

4.4.3 Particle track and velocity distribution above the instrument table

The trajectories of 1/30000 of all of the particles, that originated from the sterile nurse in the 

LAF OR, is shown in Figure 4.15(a-c). Figure 4.15(d) shows the velocity distribution above 

the instrument table behind the sterile nurse. It can be seen in the Figure 4.15(a) that under 

Case 1, most of the large-size BCP drops on the ground behind the instrument table. While

the large size of the BCP in Case 2 settles on the table. The velocity distribution shows the air 

velocity starts to decrease at the height of the head of the sterile nurse, because the thermal 

plume of the sterile nurse weakens the air velocity. The airflow velocity at this height is a 

major contributor to reducing the BCP produced by sterile nurses on the instrument table. 

Therefore, the earlier the airflow above the instrument table changes direction, the lower the 
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CFU level at the instrument table. The lowest velocity appeared at 1.4 m, 1.1 m, and 1.0 m

for Case 1, Case 2, and Case 12, respectively. It is worth noting that the air velocity increased 

near the table. It seems that a higher air velocity may result in a higher CFU level.

Figure 4.15 CFD particle track result and velocity distribution on the instrument table (a) particle 

trajectories in Case 1(b) particle trajectories in Case 2 (c) particle trajectories in Case 14 (d) Velocity 

distribution behind the sterile nurse above instrument tables 

The Figure 4.15(d) shows velocity distribution behind the sterile nurse. The results indicate 

that a higher airflow velocity is not necessarily advantageous for the instrument table

regarding CFU level. This is because the instrument table is located at the edge of the LAF 

zone, where the upper airflow is already disturbed and no longer unidirectional. As the non-

unidirectional airflow velocity increases, the thermal plumes from the sterile nurse's activities 

tend to merge and will alter the overall airflow direction towards the outside of the instrument 

table area. The lower airflow velocity may allow these plumes to rise higher, leading to their

early traveling away from the instrument table rather than directly settling on it. 

4.4.4 Energy Consumption 

The ventilation system in use at St. Ola Hospital is the same as Case 2, so the results of

Case 2 are used as a baseline. It is shown that adopting the conditions of Case 7 (slot width:

0.02 m; air velocity of plate jet: 1.5 m/s; air velocity of LAF region supply: 0.25 m/s)

slightly increases the CFU level in the surgical site by approximately 0.17. However, the

CFU level 
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on the instrument table decreases by more than 200. Moreover, the ventilation rate is reduced 

by 1076 m3/h. Simple calculations show that if this amount of ventilation rate reduction is 

fresh air, the energy consumption related to the fresh air supply will decrease by over 10%, 

and the fan energy consumption will be reduced by approximately 28%. Overall, under the 

condition of Case 7, overall energy consumption by at least 10% will be reduced while 

maintaining a slightly higher CFU level at the surgical wound and a substantially lower CFU 

level at the instrument table. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and outlook 
This chapter concludes the main findings of the thesis in Section 5.1, and limitations and 

recommendations for future studies in Section 5.2. 

5.1 Main conclusion and contributions 

The main aim of this doctoral work is to investigate how ventilation techniques can be used 

to create a safe and effective surgical microenvironment in the operating room. The following 

studies has been performed: conduct tracer gas experiments and a corresponding CFD study 

to investigate the exposure level of the surgical team to airborne microbes in the NPOR; 

perform mockup surgeries with animal and simulated human patient in the real TMV OR to 

investigate the influence of ambient temperature on the CFU level within the surgical 

microenvironment; developing a core temperature prediction model to calculate patient body 

temperature; and performing a series of CFD simulations to characterize different ventilation 

parameters of the PLAF. The main conclusions in the thesis are presented below, 

 In NPOR, the exposure level to airborne microbes for assistant surgeons can be 

significantly higher, up to 12 times, compared to other surgical team members outside 

the sterile area. This discrepancy arises because assistant surgeons and anesthesiologists 

are expected to be in closer proximity to the contamination source (the patient) compared 

to other members of the surgical team who are positioned farther away. 

 Increasing the pressure difference between the OR and the external environment 

effectively reduces the exposure levels of the surgical team, especially for surgeons near 

the patient, in the NPOR. However, for team members positioned farther from the 

contamination source, such as the distribution nurse and anesthesiologist, the impact of 

pressure difference on their exposure levels is relatively minimal. This is because the air 

in their vicinity has already thoroughly mixed with contaminants. 

 The core temperature prediction model can precisely predict the heat transfer processes 

of the human body including heat generation, heat transfer and heat exchange with the 

surrounding indoor environment. 

 By incorporating the principles of numerical heat transfer and integrating equivalent heat 

transfer and indirect calorimetry methods, the model demonstrates enhanced accuracy in 

predicting temporal changes in a patient's core temperature over the course of one hour. 

The prediction error within this one-hour timeframe is less than 0.2 °C. 
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 In ORs with TMV, the CFU level at the surgical site is lower when the room air 

temperature is higher. This can be explained by the fact that BCP are primarily 

influenced by the intensity of the contamination source release, rather than the thermal 

plume intensity above the patient's incision. 

 In general, this thesis did not find a significant correlation between the level of colony-

forming units (CFU) at the surgical site and particulate matter concentration. This lack of 

correlation can be attributed to the distinct particle size range of released particles and 

bacteria-carrying particles (BCP). Particulate matter originates from various sources such 

as clothing friction, skin flaking, and ventilation, while BCP solely arises from the 

shedding of skin scales. 

 The surgeon's activity increases the concentration of particulate matter at the surgical site 

by 1 to 9 times compared to situations with no surgeon activities. This is attributed to the 

increased shedding of skin scales resulting from the surgeon's movements or 

spontaneous activities. 

 The CFU level increased 10 minutes after the start of surgeon activities instead of 

immediately because the contamination from the body of the surgical teams is at some 

distance from the surgical site, and it takes time for the BCP to arrive. 

 The performance of the PLAF system with a surrounding downward plane jet is superior 

to that of the Laminar Airflow (LAF) system in terms of controlling the CFU level in the 

surgical microenvironment. This is because the vertical downward air curtain impedes 

the diffusion of the LAF stream, thereby enhancing the effectiveness of unidirectional 

flow in sweeping away bacteria-carrying particles (BCP). 

 Changing the direction of the surrounding downward plane jet does not contribute to the 

improvement of the Perioperative Laminar Airflow (PLAF) system's performance. This 

is because inward jet flow affects the mainstream flow, while outward jet flow increases 

the diffusion of Laminar Airflow (LAF) in the region, leading to a reduction in flow 

velocity reaching the surgeon and the incision site. 

 Using PLAF has theoretical potential for energy saving at least 10%. Thus, PLAF can be 

considered as a candidate of future ventilation solutions for ORs. 

5.2 Practical limitations and future work 

Because the tracer gas sampling instrument took samples at intervals of six minutes, it is 

impossible to capture concentration fluctuations over shorter periods. In addition, the 

temperature of the inner walls inevitably increases 1-2 experiments, and such 
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subtle changes may have different degrees of influence on the simulation results. Moreover, 

there is much surgical equipment in the OR, so the airflow distribution will be significantly 

affected. The formation of the thermal plume in this complex surgical microenvironment 

therefore needs further research. Research on human thermal plumes in the surgical 

microenvironment may face several challenges: the influence of ventilation airflow [170], the 

modeling of thermal plumes [171], human body movement [172], and the effect of 

environmental temperature [82]. These studies also suggest that the human thermal plume is 

sensitive to environmental parameters. Therefore, the formation of the thermal plume in a 

more complex environment needs more in-depth research through CFD studies, experimental 

or theoretical studies. 

For the patient core temperature prediction model, future research should determine the effect 

of different anesthetics on body temperature regulation, identify appropriate procedures for 

different surgical sites and wound sizes, and investigate temperature changes because of 

different heating methods. Additionally, it is crucial to consider the variations in 

vasoconstriction levels across different body regions when regulating body temperature. 

Infants have a higher surface area-to-volume ratio compared to adults, while the 

thermoregulation mechanisms in elderly individuals are less effective. These factors 

necessitate careful consideration in future research. In this thesis, a limited number of patients 

were involved. Having data from more people helps to understand more of the factors that 

influence the model and improve it. 

In a real OR with operational conditions, it is extremely difficult to control various sources of 

the BCP, which may result in a certain degree of uncertainty of the data analysis. Future work 

could focus on more laboratory studies to explain the rate of BCP release from humans. 

This thesis has compared a set of parameters and demonstrated the feasibility of the new 

PLAF ventilation solutions, but there are also many other solutions and procedures for future 

research. Firstly, the exploration of ventilation parameters in this study was limited to a 

specific range (downward plate jet supply velocity ranges from 1.5 m/s to 2.0 m/s; the LAF 

region supply air velocity range from 0.25 m/s to 0.30 m/s). Further investigations should 

optimize these parameters comprehensively. Optimizing the ventilation parameters, such as 

flow rates, temperature differences, and airflow distribution, is essential to achieve the 

highest level of performance and energy efficiency. Moreover, it is crucial to address the 

system's stability as a part of future work. Understanding the system's robustness in real-
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operation scenarios and its ability to adapt to varying conditions will be essential for its 

practical implementation. Furthermore, future research should also study the integration of 

advanced control algorithms and sensor technologies to enhance autonomous operation and 

adaptability. This would enable the ventilation system to respond dynamically to changing 

environmental conditions and occupancy patterns and improving indoor air quality and 

energy efficiency. In summary, while this thesis provides a foundational understanding of a 

novel ventilation solution, future investigations should focus on optimizing ventilation 

parameters, assessing system stability under realistic conditions, and explore advanced 

control strategies to realize the full potential of this innovative approach. 
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